Flat-Look Curtain Panels
Installation Instructions

1. Flat Look Curtains come as a set
of three panels. You will need to
identify the side and back panels,
as marked on the labels.

2. Attach curtain panel to booth frame.
If you have a sleeve at the top of the curtain panel: detach the top horizontal bar at one corner of
the frame and slide the curtain onto the pole. Re-attach pole to corner joint. Repeat with remaining
curtains, being sure to place the curtain marked “back” at the back of the booth.

-orIf you have eyelets and curtain hooks at the top of the panels: hook curtain hooks over the top
bar of the booth frame.. Be sure the panel marked “back” is placed at the back of the booth.

Top of curtain with eyelets and curtain hooks, shown from the outside

3. The curtain panels can now be pulled smooth and flat by hooking the provided bungee cords
through the eyelets at the sides.
Begin with the side panels, wrapping the edge of the panel around
the leg of the frame and stretching a bungee between each set of
eyelets. For a 7' wall there are four sets of eyelets. For an 8' wall
there are five sets of eyelets.

Curtain wrapped around
leg, with bungee hooked
through eyelet

Outside of side panel, showing bungees

Finish by attaching the back panel to the bungee hooks
along the rear legs. This means that the hooks along the
rear legs will each be receiving two eyelets – first the
eyelet from the side panel, then the eyelet from the back
panel. (There will not be bungees stretched across the
outside of the back panel.)

Side curtain hooked, back curtain
ready to be hooked into same
bungee hook

4. Stretch the vertical mid-seams gently by tying ribbon ties
to the lower horizontal pole of the booth frame.

